Accelerate COVID-19 Vaccinations
For Your Underserved Communities
Rapidly increase vaccination rates through outbound tech-enabled intelligent
tele-pharmacy engagement and overcoming SDOH barriers of care

It’s Not the Genetic Code, It’s the Zip Code
Access to medical services is crucial to being healthy.
The populations most impacted by COVID-19 with the
highest hospitalization and mortality rates also have the
lowest vaccination rates.
Those most vulnerable:
• Come from traditionally marginalized populations

• Struggle with access to pharmacy

• Often distrust state and health systems

• Have challenges with mobility and transportation

• Have low health literacy

• Have difficulty scheduling appointments

70%

Outcomes Driven by
SDOH Related Issues

Our Adhere™ Platform Supports Equitable
Access for COVID-19 Vaccinations
Our Adhere™ Platform rapidly increases vaccination
rates for vulnerable individuals through state-wide
outbound intelligent tele-pharmacy, instilling health
literacy, overcoming SDOH and coordinating with
available vaccination clinics.

PRIORITIZE
ENGAGE
RESOLVE
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Prioritize: Identify High-Risk Individuals
The Adhere™ Platform’s analytics engine prioritizes
the highest risk individuals:
• Identify chronic diseases with poorest COVID-19 disease outcomes
• Categorize marginalized populations
• Beneficiary types: Medicaid, Exchange, Duals, Behavioral Health,
Disqualified Medicaid members

Engage: Intelligent Clinical Workflow
AdhereHealth’s intelligent clinical workflow tool enables
employed tele-pharmacy clinical networks to perform
outreach for vulnerable and high-risk individuals.
• Screen for safety and efficiency of vaccines for patients
with specific disease states and comorbidities
• Assess medication adherence and pharmacy access
• Discuss vaccination health literacy
• Identify SDOH preventing vaccinations for individuals

Resolve: Overcome Barriers of Care
Our integrated pharmacy team schedules necessary transportation
to available vaccination clinics, addresses food insecurity,
coordinates with physicians and provides access to pharmacy.

Transportation

Community Social Service
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Mobile or In-Home Clinics
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